
Reach Transit Riders for Recruitment 
Trust the word of recruiters who have used CommuterAds
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The Ohio Air National Guard  
uses CommuterAds audio 
messages to recruit bus 
riders across Ohio. 

“CommuterAds employs 
terrific customer service to 
ensure that their onboard 
audio program works best 
for us! We are able to 
change messages as we see 
fit and target specific bus 
stops. With the help of 
CommuterAds, we are able 
to reach our recruitment 
goals and reach our diversity 
goals though geo-targeted 
stops.”  

SMSGT JOSH BLAKELY  
Recruiting and  

Retention Specialist
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Recruit Transit Riders for Your Company 
Trust the word of recruiters who have used CommuterAds
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Fuyao Glass America in 
Dayton, Ohio used 
CommuterAds targeted 
audio messages to hire new 
employees for their 
manufacturing plant. 

“Our recruitment 
advertisements with the 
onboard audio program 
have allowed us to stand 
apart from our 
competitors. We reach 
people in a unique manner 
with the help of 
CommuterAds. We have 
hired more than a dozen 
candidates who heard our 
ad on the bus!”  

BOB ANDY  
Recruitment Manager
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Froedtert Hospital in Milwaukee was 
looking to direct the community to 
their clinic locations and 
CommuterAds  was a perfect fit! 

“CommuterAds onboard audio 
program has been the best solution 
for our coverage request. Our ads 
are geo-targeted in high traffic 
points that drive growth. The 
onboard audio program is definitely 
a contributing factor to our success 
at our two locations!” 

“CommuterAds has literally driven 
new clients to our locations!”  

JAMES KRAHN  
Marketing Manager

Tell Transit Riders About Your Healthcare! 
Trust the word of health professionals who have used CommuterAds
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Reach transit Riders for your College! 
Trust the word of marketers who have used CommuterAds
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Cincinnati State reaches 
prospective students 
onboard the Metro Buses! 

“We LOVE working with the 
CommuterAds team! The 
onboard audio program 
allows us to geo-target 
specific neighborhoods 
throughout the Cincinnati-
area by zip code. 
CommuterAds is a cost 
effective and unique way to 
reach a targeted audience.”  

“CA’s innovative onboard 
audio program is helping to 
build brand awareness!” 

JACQUELINE NORTON 
Marketing and  

Communications
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